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General framework
This work represents a joint effort of task T2.1 (Morpho-climatic
drivers) and T2.5 (Hydrology hydropower simulation)
We combine high resolution stochastic weather generator model with
spatially distributed hydrological model and advanced water resources
management techniques to analyze current and future hydropower
production under climate and price scenarios.

Stochastic weather generator
• Downscaling of climatic
variables based on
climate model data and
observations
• Many stochastic
realizations of current and
projected climates can be
generated
• Quantifying the variability
related to climate
• Estimating the
uncertainty related to
hydropower
AWE-GEN (Fatichi et al., 2011)

What is the required spatial and temporal
resolution?
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AWE-GEN-2d
A stochastic weather generator
• The AWE-GEN-2d (Advanced WEather GENerator for 2-Dimension
grid) follows the philosophy of combining physical and stochastic
approaches to generate gridded climate variables at a high spatial
and temporal resolutions.
• It is relatively parsimonious in terms of computational demand and
allows generating many space-time stochastic realizations of current
and projected climates in a fast and efficient way.

Rainfall fields
Spatial resolution of 2 x 2 km2
Temporal resolution of 5 min
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STREAP (Paschalis et al., 2013)

All other climate variables
Spatial resolution of 100 x 100 m2
Temporal resolution of 1 hour
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Hydropower Simulation Objective
Focus:

- Modeling hydropower (HP) systems and their operation
- Analyzing the impacts on HP systems of changes in the
hydrological and socio-economic drivers
Research questions:
- How much can we increase hydropower production (without
infrastructural investment)?
- What is the effect of climate change on water availability and
reservoir operation?
- What is the effect of energy demand and price changes on
reservoir operation?
- What is the combined effect of climate and price changes

Pilot application
Mattmark reservoir – Visp valley (CH)
Rhone
Visp

Active storage: about 100 million m3
Catchment: 37.1km2 + 55.1 km2
(connected through diversion
channels)

to Lac
des Dix
Mattmark
reservoir

Hydrology: ice- and snow-melt
dominated
Glacier: 29% of the catchment area

Methods: decision analytic framework
• Model of HP systems (reservoirs and plants) and their interaction
with the natural environment
• Design of the HP operating policy using multi-objective (MO)
optimization techniques
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Methods: decision analytic framework
• Analysis of the HP system performances evolution under different
climate and price scenarios

Methods: decision analytic framework
• Analysis of the HP system performances evolution under different
climate and price scenarios
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Tradeoff evolution analysis
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Next steps
• Apply the decision analytic framework to other pilot studies
• Consider and/or add other (> 2) objectives (e.g., environment)
• Explore different HP operating strategies

SCCER-SoE Annual Conference 2016

Exploring productivity and profitability of Alpine
hydropower plants under climate change and price variability
Daniela Anghileri, Andrea Castelletti, and Paolo Burlando
Study site

Motivation
Fast dynamical and uncertain processes will probably characterize the
Swiss hydropower (HP) sector in the future because of:
• climate change (CC), which is affecting the timing and amount of water
availability,
• energy market liberalization and increasing share of new renewable
energy sources, which are resulting in lower energy prices and
increased price volatility,

Mattmark HP system

Stalden

Hydropower company: Kraftwerke Mattmark
AG c/o Axpo Power AG

Zermeiggern

Mattmark storage: 100,101,000 m3
Zermeiggern power plant: 38.8 MW

to Lac
des
Dix

Stalden power plant: 187 MW
Mattmark
reservoir

• nuclear phase out by 2035, whose energy production would be partially
replaced by HP and other new renewable energy sources.
As a consequence, HP systems’ operators will likely change the current
operating strategies to be more flexible and robust with respect to the
current situation.

Visp

Catchment area: 778 km2
Glacier extention: 29% of the catchment

Results
Reservoir inflow and energy price scenarios

Objectives and relevance of the work

control
2001-2010

future
2041-2050

We develop a decision analytic framework to:
• design several HP reservoir operating strategies to explore different
tradeoffs between productivity and profitability of HP systems,

Future reservoir inflow shows a reduction
of the annual volume due to changed
snow-melt dynamics and glacier retreat.
Average 2015: 83.17 Euro/MWh
Average 2045: 163.71 Euro/MWh

• investigate how these tradeoffs may evolve in time under current and
future climate change and energy price projections.
Results inform about:
• the impacts of changes in water availability and energy price on Alpine
HP systems,

Future energy price shows
increasing mean and variance due
to higher share of renewables
(Schlecht and Weigt, 2014b).

• the adaptive capacity of HP reservoir operation to water availability and
price changes,

Impacts of changes in water availability and energy price

• to which extent HP companies could cope in the future with both
secure energy supply and profitable operation.

Each Pareto Frontier (PF) represents different reservoir operating
strategies, balancing maximization of energy production and revenue.

Methods
The decision analytic framework consists of 4 phases:
1. Generating water availability and price scenarios,
2. Modelling HP systems (reservoirs and plants) and their interaction
with the natural environment,
3. Designing the HP operating policy using multi-objective (MO)
optimization techniques,
4. Simulating and analysing the HP system performances.
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SWISSMOD model
of the Swiss electricity market
using the DC load flow approach
(Schlecht and Weigt., 2014a,b)
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1.C - MODEL OF THE CATCHMENT
TOPKAPI-ETH hydrological model
4. TRADEOFF
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Adaptive capacity of HP system operation to climate change
Revenue

• HP production
• HP revenue

Mean annual revenue [Euro]

Temperature and
precipitation

• Physically based model of
HP system
• Model of the HP company
decision making process

The green PFs represent the impact of CC and energy price change: the
increased price average induces a big increase in the revenue and the
increased price variability induces a slightly more pronounced conflict
between production and profitability.

1.B - PRICE SCENARIOS

• Emission Scenarios: A1B
• Climate models: ECHAM5, RegCM3
• Stochastic Downscaling
(Bordoy Molina, 2013)

2.A - MODEL OF HP
SYSTEM

The red PFs represent the impact of CC: the reduction of water
availability causes a reduction of about -20% in production and revenue.

CC and price
adaptation
Historical
climate and
price
CC adaptation
CC impact
Production

• Bordoy Molina (2013). Spatiotemporal downscaling of climate scenarios in regions of complex
geography. PhD. Thesis – ETH Zurich.
• Schlecht and Weigt (2014a). Linking Europe. The role of the Swiss electricity tarnsmission grid
until 2050. Social Science Research Network.
• Schlecht and Weigt (2014b). Swissmod. A model of the Swiss electricity market. Social Science
Research Network.

The operation of the HP system
can be optimized to account for
the future changed water
availability (black PFs).
The performances w.r.t. both
production and revenue are
only slightly improved, meaning
that a change in the HP system
operation alone could not cope
with the decrease in the annual
water volume flowing into the
reservoir.
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1.A - CLIMATE SCENARIOS

The blue PFs represent the current climate (dashed PFs are 10 different
stochastic realizations; solid PF is their average) and current energy
price: natural climate variability can produce a variation in production
and revenue of ±6%.
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